
Price/month Content offeringsStreaming service 

Streaming services

$9.90 for Go Select

$9.90 for Go Sports

$19.90 for Prime Eleven Pass

From $4.90 to $9.90 for each 
individual pack, depending on 
minimum subscription period

From $10.98 for basic streaming 
on one device to $16.98 for ultra 
HD streaming on up to four 
devices

US$2.99 (S$4.25) for �rst six 
months; US$5.99 for subsequent 
months

Free for Movie Fans

$12.90 for Movie Lovers

$3.50 or $6 for a single 
movie rental

Free for Viu

$5.98 for Viu Premium

$8.98

Prices differ depending on 
language pack, for example, 
from $14.99 for Bengali content
to plans from $19.99 for Hindi 
content or Tamil content

Go Select: Asian and Western drama series, such 
as HBO originals, TVB dramas, K-dramas, BBC 
series, as well as Malay and Tamil movies

Go Sports: Live sports events such as Uefa 
Champions League, WTA Tour, PGA Tour 

Prime Eleven Pass: Live coverage of football 
events such as the EPL, the FA Community 
Shield, FA Cup, League Cup and England 
international home friendlies, as well as NBA 
regular season games

Viu Premium: Unlimited downloads of Korean 
and Japanese dramas and variety shows, at a 
preferential rate
Asian Hits Pack: Mandarin, Hokkien and 
Cantonese content from China, Hong Kong and 
Taiwan, including dramas, variety shows and movies
Hallyu Pack: Korean dramas from channels such 
as One, Oh!K and KBS World
Kids Pack: Kids’ cartoon series 

Net�ix originals such as House Of Cards, The 
Crown and Stranger Things, as well as acquired 
documentaries, movies and TV series from 
the US and around the world

Amazon originals such as Transparent, 
The Man In The High Castle, The Grand Tour, 
as well as acquired movies and TV series 

Movie Fans: One free movie a month

Movie Lovers: Unlimited streaming of movies 
from a library of more than 500 blockbusters

Renting a single movie from its library 

Top Japanese and Korean dramas and variety 
shows. Viu Premium allows for unlimited 
downloads, quicker access to shows and has 
limited advertisements

More than 20,000 �lms and TV series from 
around the world, such as Hollywood �lm Angels 
& Demons (2009) and superhero drama series Arrow 
(2012-present) and Supergirl (2015-present)

More than 250 South Asian TV channels and 
5,000 movies
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